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1 Introduction 
Beam diagnostics are very important which could provide information on the state of the beam. 
Diagnostic instruments can monitor beam parameters such as current, profile, energy and 
emittance. A Slit-Slit scanner is a simple and direct solution for measure the beam emittance. The 
Slit-Slit Emittance Measurement Application (SEMA) will provide an easy-to-use interface, fast 
measurement and detailed data analysis. 
 
A typical Slit-Slit scanner system contains two slits and one faraday cup. By moving the two slits 
and using the faraday cup to record the intensities of beam go though the two slits, we can 
obtain the transverse phase space of beam. 
 
The Slit-Slit scanner has an issue that it might take too much time to finish one full scan. Here, 
SEMA provides an innovative method called profile scan which can automatically find the beam 
profile in phase space. By using profile scan, we can avoid scans on no beam area, which will save 
lots of time. 
 
SEMA is one QT NCS control based application and compatible with any channel-controlled slit 
and faraday cup. When change to other slits or faraday cup, you just need to edit the configure 
file. 
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2 Functional Principle 
2.1 Slit-Slit scan principle 
The principle of Slit-Slit scanner is simple. When we fix slit 1 at x, we can measure the beam 
phase space intensity at (x,x’) by moving the second slit. The advantages of a Slit-Slit scanner are 
direct measurement, trusty and reliable. 
 
 

 
 
 

2.2 Profile scan principle 
Profile scan is one important and innovative function of SEMA. Profile scan could automatically 
scan the profile of the beam in phase space, which can save lots of time by avoid scans on the no 
beam area. 
 
In phase space, when we fix slit 1 and moving slit 2, the phase space intensities along x’ direction 
are measured. When we fix the angle from slit 1 to slit 2, and moving the two slits together, the 
phase space intensities along x direction are measured. 
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Thus, we can measure the beam phase space intensity either along x direction or along x’ 
direction. By setting complete logical judgments, SEMA can automatically find the beam profile in 
the phase space. 
 

Blue: No beam / Red: Have beam / Green Line: edge / Grey: will scan 
 

 
 
After find the profile of the beam in phase space, we can do a full scan in this area to get detailed 
beam information. 

Start 
Point 
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2.3 Emittance calculation 
After scan finished, we can do the data analysis to find the beam emittance(RMS, 95% and 99%) 
and twiss parameters. 
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3 Configure Setting 
3.1 Introduction 
SEMA is compatible with all NCS channel-controlled slits, including two jaw slit and 45 degree slit, 
and faraday cup. 
 
You just need to edit the configuration file to make it work with the slits and faraday cup you 
want. Here is a typical setting for the Slit-Slit scanner at box 4. 
 

 

3.2 Settings 
The following part is the configuration setting with detailed note. Units for the configuration are 
mm, mrad and ms. 
 
<SEMA_CONFIGURATION>  //configuration root 

<device>     // for device setting 
<slit1>    // for slit 1 

<xxp>   //for x-x’ scan setting 
<channel  //NCS channel setting 

center //center channel 
gap  //gap channel 
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>  
<parameter //all parameters 

center //setting for slit at center 
angle //the angle of the slit 
direction //moving direction, 1 or -1 
out  //setting for slit moving out 
open //setting for gap open 
gap  //setting for gap 
gapfix //1 means gap is fixed, 0 means can change 
gapmin //gap minimum 
min  //setting for slit minimum 
max  //setting for slit maxmum 
offset //setting for slit offset 

> 
</xxp>   //end of x-x’ setting 
<yyp>   //for y-y’ scan setting 

<channel  //NCS channel setting 
center //center channel 
gap  //gap channel 

> 
<parameter //all parameters 

center //setting for slit at center 
angle //the angle of the slit 
direction //moving direction, 1 or -1 
out  //setting for slit moving out 
open //setting for gap open 
gap  //setting for gap 
gapfix //1 means gap is fixed, 0 means can change 
gapmin //gap minimum 
min  //setting for slit minimum 
max  //setting for slit maxmum 
offset //setting for slit offset 

    > 
</yyp>   //end of y-y’ setting 

</slit1>    //end of slit 1 
<slit2>    // for slit 2 

<xxp>   //for x-x’ scan setting 
<channel  //NCS channel setting 

center //center channel 
gap  //gap channel 

>  
<parameter //all parameters 

center //setting for slit at center 
angle //the angle of the slit 
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direction //moving direction, 1 or -1 
out  //setting for slit moving out 
open //setting for gap open 
gap  //setting for gap 
gapfix //1 means gap is fixed, 0 means can change 
gapmin //gap minimum 
min  //setting for slit minimum 
max  //setting for slit maxmum 
offset //setting for slit offset 

> 
</xxp>   //end of x-x’ setting 
<yyp>   //for y-y’ scan setting 

<channel  //NCS channel setting 
center //center channel 
gap  //gap channel 

> 
<parameter //all parameters 

center //setting for slit at center 
angle //the angle of the slit 
direction //moving direction, 1 or -1 
out  //setting for slit moving out 
open //setting for gap open 
gap  //setting for gap 
gapfix //1 means gap is fixed, 0 means can change 
gapmin //gap minimum 
min  //setting for slit minimum 
max  //setting for slit maxmum 
offset //setting for slit offset 

    > 
</yyp>   //end of y-y’ setting 

</slit2>    //end of slit 2 
<slitdistance>   // the distance from slit 1 to slit 2 

<xxp length>  //for xxp 
<yyp length>  //for yyp 

</slitdistance>   //end of distance 
  <faradaycup>   //setting for faraday cup 
   <channel current> //channel current setting 

</faradaycup>   //end of faraday cup setting 
  <tolerance   //tolerance for device 

slitmoving  //position error minimum 
slitwaiting  //slit not moving time minimum 

> 
  <interval    //device interval setting 

slit    //check slit position interval 
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faradaycup  //wait time for faraday cup reading to be stable 
> 

 </device>    //end of device setting 
 <panel>     //default show on panel 
  <centerscan>   //for center scan table 
   <slit1>   //for slit 1 

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 

   <slit1>   //end of slit 1 
   <slit2>  

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 

<slit2>   //end of slit 2 
  </centerscan>   //center scan table end 
  <fullrscan>   //for full scan table 
   <slit1>   //for slit 1 

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 

<slit1>   //end of slit 1 
   <slit2>  

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 

<slit2>   //end of slit 2 
  </fullscan>   //full scan table end 
  <profilescan>   //for profile scan table 
   <slit1>   //for slit 1 

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 
extend  //extend scan range 

<slit1>   //end of slit 1 
   <slit2>  

start   //slit start 
end   //slit end 
step   //slit step 
extend  //extend scan range 

<slit2>   //end of slit 2 
<intensity value>  //intensity for profile scan 

  </profilescan>   //profile scan table end 
<generateparticles> //setting for generate particles 
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   <beam 
particlenum //generate particles number 
frequency //frequency of the beam(MHz) 

> 
  </generateparticles> //end of generate particles setting 
 </panel>     //end of panel setting 
</SEMA_CONFIGURATION>  //end of configuration 
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4 Operation 
4.1 Parameters 
Parameters are loaded from configuration file. You could always edit the parameters before the 
scan started. By click the X-X’ scan or Y-Y’ scan, SEMA can switch to the scan you want and loaded 
saved settings. Channel settings can only be loaded from the configuration file. 

 

4.2 Center scan 
Center scan is used to find the center of the beam in phase space. SEMA can automatically scan 
on both x direction and x’ direction with one slit moving. The center of the beam is redirect to 
the highest phase space intensity part. 
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4.3 Profile scan 
Profile scan contains 3 steps. You can also use “Auto scan” to run the 3 steps one by one. 

4.3.1 Intensity scan 
For Intensity scan, SEMA can do a scan from the center to the edge. Thus, we can see the curve 
of intensity change from center to edge. 

 

4.3.2 Profile scan 
By complete logical judgments, SEMA can do the automatically profile scan and find the edge of 
beam in the transverse phase space. 
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4.3.3 Extend scan 
After find the edge of the beam in transverse phase space, we can do a extend scan which will 
scan the area inside the profile and some extend area from the profile. 

 
4.4 Full scan 
Full scan is also included in the SEMA program. Full scan will take much longer time than profile 
scan, at least twice of it. 
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4.5 Data analysis 
Base on the scanned data. We can calculate emittance for RMS, 95% and 99% and twiss 
parameters.  

 
4.6 Generate Particles 
We can also generate particles from the measurement data for further simulation purpose. For 
generating particles, we need do both X-X’, Y-Y’ scan and also setting Z-Z’ data. 
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5 Maintenance 
5.1 Compile Information 
SEMA code contains two compile modes: 
1) In mainwindow.h  “#define SIMULSCAN” means simulation mode. No control for slit or 

faraday cup. Code can be compiled on any computer and tested with preset phase space. 
Using “SEMA-simulation.pro” for compile. 

2) In mainwindow.h  “//#define SIMULSCAN” means device mode. Can control slit or faraday 
cup. Code can only be compiled on NSCL computer which installed NCS environment. 
Using “SEMA-device.pro” for compile. 

5.2 Maintenance 
SEMA is QT NCS control based program. The code is written by C++. SEMA source code is saving 
at network drive/projects/rea3/software/SEMA/code.  
 
SEMA source code is maintained by Ding Wang (wangd@nscl.msu.edu) 


